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=======================================================
INITIATION STEP – 6
Sun to Earth and back from Earth to Sun
=======================================================
1. Earth to Sun and back from Sun to Earth are together pair of six steps
long ranges of opposite orientations making it a cyclic ring along the Rim
of 12 steps parallel to transcendental (5-space) boundary of self referral
(6-space) domain of 12 components.
2. Six steps long range from Earth to Sun is of steps of five basic elements
(Panch Mahabhut) namely ‘Earth, Water, Fire, Air and space’ and step
ahead sixth step is ‘Sun’
3. In reverse orientation, six steps long range starting with Sun and reaching
uptill earth comes to be Sun, space, Air, Fire, Water and Earth.
4. Parallel to it follow a pair of artifices values strings (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and
(6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1).
5. Here in the context It would be relevant to note that NVF (Earth) = NVF
(Six) = 52.
6. Further It also would be relevant to note that artifices pair (52, 25)
constitutes a reflection pair of artifices
7. The artifices pair (52, 25) is of features which amongst others, are
(i)
52 + 25 =77 which is parallel to NVF equation : NVF (Earth area)
= NVF (Matter) = NVF (Court) = NVF (Christ)
(ii) 52 = 25 + 27 which is parallel to NVF equation: NVF (Earth) =
NVF (Half area)
(iii) Artifices pair (25, 27) is of format and features parallel to
(dimensional fold / n, domain fold / n + 2). Still further, artifices
pair (25, 27) permits re-organization as (5 x 5), 3 x 3 x 3 which
runs parallel to 5 x 5 as (5, 5) and 3 x 3 x 3 as (3, 3, 3). And
synthetic value of pair of transcendental (5-space) dimensions
comes to be (5, 5) = 7, while the synthetic value of triple solid
dimensions comes to be (3, 3, 3) = 6
8. One may have a pause here and take note that the pair of orientations of
the six steps long ranges Sun to Earth and back Earth to Sun are parallel
to the format of pair of orientations of an interval (close interval).
9. Further as that triple points fixation of line (interval) / close interval with
in between / middle point shall be amongst others leading us to surfacing
of features as per the NVF equation:
NVF (interval) = 101. It is parallel to 101 branches format of yajurved.
10.One may further have a pause here and take note that the features of
above set up namely (i) interval being of two parts, (ii) Line is despite
being of parts, as straight line, with NVF (Straight) = 102 = NVF (Two
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space), shall be leading us to the simultaneous availability of linear and
spatial formats, and also a transition from linear set up to spatial set up
and still further the simultaneous availability of linear and spatial set ups
leading to solids set up which would mean the start with linear format
transiting and transforming into solid format.
11.One may have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to be face
to face with the above sequential surfacing of format and features which
in a way would amount to, as first orientation leading from linear order to
solid domain, and as reverse orientation providing us a reach from solid
domain to linear dimensional order.
12.One may further have a pause here and take note that it would amount to
as that the first orientation being of sequential progression parallel to the
dimension fold reaching at domain fold, while the second as reverse
orientation progression leading us from domain fold to dimension fold.
13.One may further have a pause here and take note that the reach from Sun
to Earth is of the feature of linear order providing sequential progression
along the format of dimension fold attaining domain fold.
14.On the other hand the sequential progression from Earth to Sun will
amount to a reach from the domain fold back to the dimension fold.
15.The orientational progression from Earth to Sun is of the format and
features of (_d Rik) and the reverse oriental progression from Earth to
Sun as to be of the format and features of ;tqZ Yajur
16.One may have a pause here and take note that the Rigved has 21 branches
while yajurved as 101 branches.
17.Still further It also would be relevant to note that NVF (Beam) = 21 and
NVF (Interval) = 101.
18.Still further it also would be relevant to note that artifice 21 permits reorganization as 21 = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6, while artifice 101 accepts and
lead to the features that there are 26 primes from artifices range 1 to 101
and that artifices 26 accepts re-organization as that 26 = 5 + 6 + 7 + 8
which is parallel to four fold manifestation layer (5, 6, 7, 8) of hyper cube
7.
19.Still further as that artifice 21 also accepts re-organization as 21 = 1 x 3 x
7 = 3 x 7 and also as 21 = 10 + 01 + 10.
20.While artifice 101 permits re-organization as 101 = 10 x 10 + 01 x 01
21.Still further it also would be relevant to note that NVF (interval) = 101 =
NVF (Division)
22.Still further as that 26 = 21 + 5 which is parallel to NVF (God) = NVF (E
Beam) = NVF (Beam E).
To be continued…
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Basic features of Vedic
Mathematical Systems
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

,dkxz Ekagarh (one ahead)
Bridging of Gaps
Mathematical entity values of
text of Ganita Sutras and Upsutras
Conceptual format : Square
Numbers 1 to 16
VI
Conceptual formats: x.k / Gana

1. The word formulation ‘x.k’ is a composition of four letters namely (i) x~ (ii) v
(iii) .k~ (iv) v.
2. TCV (x.k) = 3 + 1+ 7 + 1 = 12 which is parallel to the set up of 12 edges

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

of the cube, and same also is parallel to 12 components of transcendental
(5-space) boundary of self referral (6-space) domain.
One may have a pause here and take note that the formulation ‘vuq’ which
is (%) viserga, a specific format for manifestations / creations, has the
working ‘meaning’, to follow.
TCV (vuq) = 12 = TCV (x.k)
One may have a pause here and take note that letters ‘.k~’ and ‘u~’ have
their placement in the fifth column of 5 x 5 format of varga consonants.
The placement for this pair of letters ‘.k~’ and ‘u~’ is third and fourth with
third placement of letter ‘.k~’ and beneath it as fourth placement is of letter
‘.k~’. This placement (vertically), with ‘u~’ beneath ‘.k~’ as such would mean
a downward step from ‘.k~’ is for a reach for letter ‘u~’.
One may have a pause here and take note that it would help us
comprehend and appreciate that letter ‘v’ follows letter ‘.k~’ in the
formulation ‘x.k~’. However in case of formulation ‘vuq’, letter ‘m’ follows
letter ‘.k~’
One may further have a pause here and take note that letters pair ( v] m)
accepts TCV values pair (1, 3) which is parallel to the format of linear
dimensional order, solid domain fold
One may further have a pause here and take note that the above referred
placements for the letters ‘.k~] u~’ and corresponding acceptance of letters
‘v’ and ‘m’ respectively is of the format and features of letter ‘.k~’ having a
dimensional reach from TCV values 7 to TCV value 8.
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9. And on the other hand letter ‘u~’ is having domain reach from TCV value
8 to TCV value 7 as a reach from natural dimensional order unity state
order
10.Still further It also would be relevant to note that the formulation ‘ v.k~’ is
the first (izzR;kgkj) coordinating first three vowels namely ‘v] b] m’ with
letter ‘.k~’ as ‘vuqcU/k’, with it the conceptual format of formulation ‘x.k’
shall be bringing us face to face with the structuring of a format in terms
of a structured point of 3-space domain / 3-space content lump, as being
of following sequential structural folds phases and stages, namely
(i)
Structured point structuring a linear format parallel to the track of a
moving point
(ii) For reach of this such structured track format would be of values
range 1 to 7
(iii) This attainability is of reach of format and features of sequential
increase of range of hyper circles 1 to 7
(iv) It as such shall be amounting to transition and transformation fro
the line as of circumference format of a circle.
(v) As from hyper circle 8 onwards there is going to be a decrease, and
as such there being no increase, and further as there being
transition and transformation the linear format to that of a spatial
format, as such it would amount to a shift from the format of first
axis of spatial order to that of second axes of spatial order.
One may have a pause here and take note that it would amount to a
transition and transformation from the script form and frame, as
well as of format and features of letter ‘o~’ to that of letter ‘u~’
(vi) The transition from first axis of spatial order to second axis of
spatial order, as such with availability of both axis of a spatial
order, shall be permitting transition and transformation to solid
order and because of it there would be a transition along reverse
orientation format of first vowel, which would amount to a
sequential progression along the format of third vowel (i.e)
upward, being in reverse orientation, of format of going downward
along the format of first vowel.
One may have a pause here and take note that the script form and
frame, as well as format and features of letters ‘.k~’ will help us
comprehend and to appreciate as that letter ‘.k~’ is playing the role
of anubanda (bound) for the reach of formats of first three letters
(vowels)
11. One may further have a pause here and take note that transition from the
format of formulation ‘vuq’, to the format of formulation ‘vuq’ deserve to
be chased with complete insight by full imbibing of the appreciation and
comprehension of the format and features of these formulations as only in
terms of the same the full range of values and virtues of formulation, ‘ x.k’
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can be exploited parallel to the Vedic Mathematics of Ganita Sutras and
Upsutras.
12. It would be a blissful exercise to chase dictionary meaning of formulation
‘x.k~’ and the specific restriction with which the same is being worked out
by different mathematical formats by Vedic Mathematical systems as
well as by modern mathematical systems as sets, sets with operation, and
as abstract algebra, topology and as affine geometry for pure and applied
values.
*
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